
1. What does the trip to Israel cost?
 The price per person is $4,860 per person, double occupancy. (Single occupancy rates are       
            available.)
Price includes:
 All hotels
 All breakfast and dinners at the hotel are included
 All transfers on arrival and departure from and to group-sponsored flights
 A luxury bus with driver, all necessary insurances, etc.
 Professional Israeli Government certified Tour Guide
 Overnight and travel expenses for driver and guide
 All admissions as per itinerary
 Portage at the airport on arrival and departure, if utilizing group-sponsored Airlines
 Portage at all hotels
 Farewell dinner on evening of departure
The price does NOT include airfare: As of today, Turkish Airlines is showing Miami to Tel Aviv,     
 with one stop, as $970/person, including taxes. NOTE: Airline fares are volatile right now,   
 subject to change at time of purchase. This price is for a group rate.
 The price does NOT include lunches and any personal items the traveler may wish to    
 purchase.

2. How many travelers are you expecting to go?
 We’re targeting a minimum of 34 and a maximum of 46 travelers.

3. What happens if the US and/or Israel is shut down due to COVID?
 Price of tour is credited towards future travel.
 Price of Airline ticket is credited towards future travel.

4. Should I purchase Trip Insurance?
 Trip insurance is strongly encouraged. Travel insurance that covers COVID treatment is        
 mandatory or at least strongly recommended. At this point in time, Israel still requires such   
 coverage. To have COVID benefits and cancelation for any reason, traveler must purchase trip   
 insurance within 10 days of first deposit.
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5. How about safety concerns?
 Israeli police and military presence is very strong and visible. The military is known as “The 
Israel Defense Forces.” All males must serve at age 18 for 32 months and all females at age 18 for 24 
months, unless they have an exemption.
Our Tour Guide will never take us into a “hot spot” but will rather change the itinerary to ensure our 
safety and well-being.

6. What kind of weather will we experience?
 The weather in Jerusalem that time of year is normally a low of 47° and a high of 65°. Generally 
speaking, it will be sunny with a chance of rain.

7. Will I be able to hear the Tour Guide during his presentations and during Pastor Rob’s 
presentations?
 Yes. Each traveler is issued a hearing device that fits in your ear like an ear bud and both the Tour 
Guide and Pastor Rob will be speaking into a microphone and transmitted to your device.

8. How long is the flight?
 Flights with one stop are generally 14–15 hours, coming and going. If you choose a non-stop flight, 
generally more expensive, it will be a shorter travel time.


